Appealing synonym formal

Synonyms of appealing.
(Colloquial) Willing; ready to agree or consent. To resort to; use or apply: To arouse the interest of; to fascinate. Alternative spelling of likable. To attract and hold the interest of, as by beauty or wit. To attract with something desirable; entice: To address oneself to; to prepare oneself for; to apply oneself to; to direct one's speech or discourse to. To
entreat or plead with; ask, persuade, or solicit earnestly; press; exhort To seek to obtain by persuasion, entreaty, or formal application: To express a desire for, especially politely; ask for. Often used with an infinitive or clause: To call upon or pray to earnestly; to entreat. To urge earnestly by advice, warning, etc. (to do what is proper or required);
admonish strongly To invite someone to commit a wrongful or illegal act. To call is to make a sound intended to attract a person's attention, or is when an animal makes a special sound to attract other animals, or to use the telephone to contact someone. An offer to pay a specific price for something. An offer to perform work or supply services at a
specific price. The act of submitting an offer to buy. To ask (someone) for something in an urgent or humble manner: To come near to in place, time, character, or value; to draw nearer to. To betake; to address; to refer;—used reflexively. To have the will or desire; wish: To attract and delight, to charm. To be strongly attractive to; excite the senses or
desire of: To be inviting or attractive to: Interest means to bring someone’s attention to something. To review books, plays, etc., as for a newspaper To raise to a higher point; to enhance; to raise in rate. Please; used to make a polite request. To trouble with requests or demands; urge or entreat persistently or repeatedly To ask for by petition; request
formally: To take a deep draft of a drink or puff at a cigarette, etc. (Intransitive) To habituate to or gain competency at a task. To attract or charm (a person), often in an almost hypnotic way To lure is defined as to purposely attract someone or tempt someone to do something, often using a reward. To take or receive by chance: (Archaic) To call on or
entreat solemnly, especially by an oath. To ask for earnestly; beg To be resistant to; be incapable of absorbing or mixing with: To ask or order to return: To give up (a claim, right, belief, etc.), usually by a formal public statement To withdraw or disavow (a statement, promise, offer, charge, etc.); recant To decline to accept; reject To refuse to
acknowledge or admit; deny; repudiate To refuse to acknowledge as one's own; disown; repudiate To capture and hold someone's interest and attention. To find pleasant or attractive; enjoy: To interrogate or enquire of (a person). The definition of cute is something that is little, or pretty and clever. Inspiring love; easily loved; endearing Showing or
requiring great precision or sensitive discernment; subtle: Of or pertaining to that which pleads. Existing in something specified: Of, expressing, feeling, or resulting from sympathy: To recommend (a person) for a position, office, or membership; nominate. Find another word for appealing. In this page you can discover 74 synonyms, antonyms,
idiomatic expressions, and related words for appealing, like: attractive, beseeching, agreeable, invoking, intriguing, likeable, likable, captivating, attracting, alluring and addressing. Request is defined as the act of asking for something or something you asked for. (Law) The offer by a party of what he has in view as to an intended business transaction,
which, with acceptance, constitutes a contract. A demand for money or property. An assertion that one is entitled to, or the perceived or actual right to receive, money or property. The totality of facts that gives rise to a right to receive money or property that is enforceable in court. In some states and in the federal courts, the same as claim for relief.
A course of action for enforcing a claim; the right of the holder of a note to demand full payment of that note if the terms are not fully honored; the right to be repaid from the borrower’s or cosigner’s personal assets in excess of the collateral. A request that some act be done or payment made in accordance with a legal requirement. Application means
the ability to be used. In litigation, a formal request, usually in writing, to a court for specified relief, under applicable procedural rules. An item worn for its supposed magical benefit, as in warding off evil; an amulet. Sex appeal is defined as having some trait or characteristic that causes people to become interested or even sexually aroused. To
strive earnestly to hold or maintain; to struggle to defend. To make an offer to pay or accept a specified price: To deny, as a claim; to refuse. The definition of a submission is something sent in or the act of surrendering. The definition of a petition is a formal written request to a superior by a number of people for a specific purpose. To solicit is to
request or ask for something. The action or instance of soliciting; petition; proposal. A sentence, phrase, or gesture that seeks information through a reply. The act of one who implores. The definition of an entreaty is an earnest request. A request attached to the end of a pleading asking for specific damages or relief to which the plaintiff believes he is
entitled. Invocation is defined as the act of appealing to a higher authority for help. Supplication is defined as the act of humbly begging for something, especially when pleading with God in prayer. (Internet) An Internet address; URL. The quality of being importunate. Requisition is an official order claiming or demanding property or materials or
demanding the performance of a duty. An act, offer, or proposal that indicates readiness to undertake a course of action or open a relationship. An offer of a private bargain, especially a request for sexual relations. Action to carry a case to a higher court Action to carry a case to a higher court (Uncountable) The state of being attractive or engaging. A
person, place, thing, or event that is intended to attract: Glamour is defined as the elegant, exciting or attractive quality that makes someone or something seem special or desirable. The state or quality of being charming. The property of being seductive. The state or quality of being engaging. The quality of being winsome The state of being desirable.
Fascination is defined as something that attracts or intrigues someone, or the state of being attracted and intrigued. The ability to influence without the use of logic. To ask for earnestly; petition for: The definition of implore is to beg or plead. To plead is defined as to beg or to respond to a charge of a crime. To ask for (something) in an urgent or
humble manner: To ask for humbly and earnestly, as by prayer To make an earnest request of (someone), especially insistently or repeatedly: To press upon the attention; present or speak of earnestly and repeatedly; plead, allege, or advocate strongly The definition of adjure means to firmly tell someone to do something or to strongly ask someone to
do something. (Archaic) To ask (someone) imploringly for something; beseech. Used chiefly in the phrase I pray you to introduce a polite or urgent request or question: To sue is defined as to bring a legal action against a person or an organization. To carry a case to a higher court To carry a case to a higher court To rise in price or cost; increase To
open (something) again. To carry a case to a higher court Review is defined as to look over, examine or study someone or something again. To draw by moral, emotional or sexual influence; to engage or fix, as the mind, attention, etc.; to invite or allure. (Obs.) To give or assign as security for a debt, etc. To fascinate is defined as to get someone very
interested or to hold someone's attention. To rouse desire in; be inviting to; attract To excite by exposing something desirable that remains or is made difficult or impossible to obtain: To ask courteously to come somewhere or do something; request the presence or participation of The definition of entice is persuade or attract by offering pleasure. The
definition of captivate means to gain the attention or affection of someone. (Intransitive) To conceive or carry out a secret plan intended to harm; to form a plot or scheme. Enchant is defined as to cast a spell on, or to delight someone. To beguile is defined as to deceive someone in a cunning way or to enchant someone and make him become attracted
to you. Used as an affirmative to an offer. In litigation, a rejection of a claim or request; an assertion in a pleading rejecting facts asserted by the other party in its own pleading. The act or an instance of renouncing; a giving up formally or voluntarily, often at a sacrifice, of a right, claim, title, etc. To the person. Appealing to personal prejudices
instead of reason; attacking one’s character rather than his arguments. Having the power to allure. Having appeal; attractive. Of or pertaining to Circe, the Greek goddess, a mythological enchantress who first charmed her victims and then changed them into animals. Irresistibly or keenly interesting, attractive, etc.; captivating Effective as proof or
evidence. Of or having the nature of an invocation. Tending to provoke or stimulate. (Law) a litigant or party that is making an appeal in court. An invisible emanation or field of energy believed to radiate from a person or object. Alternative spelling of cri de coeur. The act of enchanting or the feeling of being enchanted. The action of imploring;
begging, beseeching. An aura of heightened value, interest, or meaning surrounding something, arising from attitudes and beliefs that impute special power or mystery to it: (Archaic) Public sentiment; general passion. A person or thing that one goes or turns to for help, support, etc. To put to use; to use or employ for a particular purpose, or in a
particular case; to appropriate; to devote; as, to apply money to the payment of a debt. To begin to deal with or work on: (Canada) Of high quality, well done. To urge; to advise earnestly. To bring an appeal or request, for example, to the attention of To suggest a plan, course of action, etc. To order to come or appear; call for or send for with authority
or urgency An unsightly or frightful object The state of being rejected. A repudiation or denial of responsibility or connection. The act of recanting or disavowing a previously held statement or belief. The definition of a revocation is a cancellation. (Intransitive) To leave a road; to exit. (Intransitive) to bend or turn from a fixed course Disgust is defined
as to cause someone to feel revulsion or disapproval. To disclaim connection with, responsibility for, etc.; to refuse to acknowledge; to disown; to abjure; to disavow. To decline to grant the request of (a person) Renounce is defined as to give up a claim, belief, a practice or to refuse further association with someone. To fail to follow suit in cards when

required and able to do so. To recall is defined as to bring, call back or remember. Attractiveness; appeal, charisma. [from 16th c.] The procedure by which the result of a lottery is determined. The definition of lure is something that attracts a person or animal, especially something used specifically for the purposes of attracting or baiting an animal.
(Slang, dated) Something in one's favour in a comparison or a contest; an advantage; means of influencing. To desire strongly, so as to satisfy an appetite; to long or yearn for. To call upon or entreat solemnly, esp. by some oath To make into a magnet; give magnetic properties to (steel, iron, etc.) To receive into a particular relation or association, as
into one's care or keeping: An act or instance of asking. An impromptu or extralegal system of justice substituted for established judicial procedure: A person or thing regarded as the equal or counterpart of another or of the person or thing being discussed The state or quality of being appealing. Multiple related objects associated as a group. The
gathering in of a literal or metaphorical harvest To offer resistance to; fight against: A writ seeking review of a lower court decision by a higher court. The quality of being provocative The quality of being tempting; allure. The quality or state of being winning. Pray and supplicate suggest humility in entreaty and imply that the request is addressed to
God or to a superior authority, supplicate in addition suggesting a kneeling or other abjectly prayerful attitude Petition implies a formal request, usually in writing and in accordance with established rights Sue implies respectful or formal solicitation for redress, a favor, etc. Plead , applied to formal statements in court answering to allegations or
charges, carries into general usage the implication of entreaty by argument she pleaded for tolerance Appeal implies an earnest, sometimes urgent request and in legal usage connotes resort to a higher court or authority Find another word for appeal. In this page you can discover 162 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words for
appeal, like: request, interest, suit, proposal, claim, recourse, demand, application, motion, charm and sex-appeal.
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